
CAS Number/Synonym Addition Request Form 

Please provide the following information regarding your request: 

Requestor Name: Date of Request: 

Requestor Title: Date needed by: 

Company Name: Email/Phone no. 

Policies regarding mixtures, fragrances, flavors and natural ingredients: 

1. Mixtures, proprietary blends:

 If the ingredient you are looking to have added is made up of more than one ingredient and/or is made by a third party, it will

need to be registered as a third party formulation or one must provide the full ingredient disclosure when registering your

product through WERCSmart.

2. Fragrances:

 Fragrances that are present in the final product <1% can simply be added using a generic ingredient found in WERCSmart (by

searching for “FRAGRANCE”) without any disclosure requirements.

 Fragrances added >= 1%, we will require specific formulation details (full chemical disclosure), third party formulation, or an 

IFRA certificate to bypass disclosure.

3. Flavors:

 Flavoring agents <1% can simply be added as a generic flavor ingredient (by searching for “FLAVOR”) without any disclosure 

requirements 

 Flavoring agents added >=1% will require specific formulation details (full chemical disclosure), third party formulation or an 

FDA-compliant GRAS certificate along with a Prop 65 and RCRA Heavy Metals Statement to avoid disclosure.

4. Natural Ingredients:

 Many natural ingredients do not have different CAS numbers based upon their form (powder, extract, juice). If you have a

natural ingredient in your product, then the CAS number is likely listed under the ingredient’s Latin name and may or may not

indicate the form (juice, extract, powder). We advise to use the Latin name of the natural ingredient regardless of listed form,

the difference in physical state of your natural ingredient will rarely impact your product’s review or assessment.

You will need to provide the following:

2. CAS number to be added, if applicable.

 Please verify that there is not a CAS number listed anywhere on the SDS for the ingredient being requested and that it cannot

be found when searched for in the WERCSmart formulation screen before submitting your request

3. The name of the ingredient as you wish to see it in your registration

 Please provide the IUPAC, INCI or common name (no Trade Secret or proprietary names)

4. A raw material Safety Data Sheet that is compliant with 29 CFR 1910.1200(g), Safety Data Sheets.

 We do not accept the following:

i. Product Data/Information Sheets

ii. Technical Data Sheets

iii. Safety Data Sheets with multiple ingredients (i.e. mixtures, blends)

iv. Product labels

v. Chemical analysis reports

vi. Any other document(s) that are not OSHA compliant SDS’s

UL Verification Services

https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghs-final-rule.html


CAS Number Addition Request: 

*If you are simply requesting a synonym, please skip to the next section

Ingredient: CAS no. 

Ingredient: CAS no. 

Ingredient: CAS no. 

Ingredient: CAS no. 

Ingredient: CAS no. 

Ingredient: CAS no. 

TSCA Requirements: 

*TSCA is the Toxic Substances Control Act, which regulates the use of new and already existing chemicals and was recently updated in 2016.

1. Are any of these ingredients intended for a use governed by the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA), meeting the definition of “Chemical

substance” under TSCA *?  Y N

1a. If so, which ingredients? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Are any of these ingredients polymers? Y N 

2a. If so, which ingredients? 

2b. Do any of these polymers meet the criteria to qualify as polymer exempt under TSCA? For these criteria, see 40 CFR 723.250: 

 Y N 

2c. If so, which ingredients? 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. If your product is governed by TSCA, is not polymer exempt and does not have a CAS number, please provide a TSCA PMN Case Number or an 

EPA Accession number:

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

*In general, substances that are governed by other federal regulations do not meet the definition of “chemical substance” under TSCA and are therefore not covered 

by TSCA (e.g. pesticide active ingredients, food and food additives, drugs, cosmetics, tobacco products, etc.). For specifics and to confirm, please see 40 CFR 710.3(d): 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=6dba570f8e444855446e1cda216dad07&mc=true&node=se40.33.710_13&rgn=div8

Synonym Addition Request: 

CAS number: Current name as shown in WERCSmart: Synonym to be added: 

UL Verification Services

10-05-2020

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=2a7cce5f937b4d4e4b65f9d04cf9fd6e&mc=true&node=se40.34.723_1250&rgn=div8
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=6dba570f8e444855446e1cda216dad07&mc=true&node=se40.33.710_13&rgn=div8

